Proteins are intrinsically dynamic molecules that can exchange between multiple 13 conformational states, enabling them to carry out complex molecular processes with extreme 14 precision and efficiency. Attempts to design novel proteins with tailored functions have mostly 15 failed to yield efficiencies matching those found in nature because standard methods do not allow 16 for the design of exchange between necessary conformational states on a functionally-relevant 17 timescale. Here, we develop a broadly-applicable computational method to engineer protein 18 dynamics that we term meta-multistate design. We used this methodology to design spontaneous 19 exchange between two novel conformations introduced into the global fold of Streptococcal protein 20 G domain β1. The designed proteins, named DANCERs, for Dynamic And Native Conformational 21 ExchangeRs, are stably folded and exchange between predicted conformational states on the 22 millisecond timescale. The successful introduction of defined dynamics on functional timescales 23 opens the door to new applications requiring a protein to spontaneously access multiple 24 conformational states.
enabling the rational design of dynamics. 89 To validate our meta-MSD framework, we targeted the introduction of millisecond 90 timescale exchange into the Gβ1 structure. Native Gβ1 is rigid on this timescale (17), with a small 91 size (56 amino acids) that facilitates characterization of its dynamic properties at atomic resolution. 92 Additionally, Gβ1 possesses a single tryptophan residue (Trp43) that in high-resolution structures 93 of Gβ1 and its natively folded variants (18-28) exclusively occupies a single side-chain 94 conformation with χ1 and χ2 dihedrals of -74 ± 9° and +75 ± 11°, respectively. We name this 95 conformation +g(-) due to its positive χ2 dihedral angle and its gauche(-) χ1 dihedral (Fig. S2) . In 96 Gβ1, the Trp43 side chain is mostly solvent inaccessible, making intimate contacts with several 97 6 residues that comprise the hydrophobic core. This makes it an attractive target for the design of 98 conformational exchange, with one state being buried, and the other being excluded from the 99 hydrophobic core in a solvent-exposed conformation that should be straightforward to distinguish 100 spectroscopically. In addition, exchange between a core-buried and solvent-exposed state is 101 expected to involve the disruption of side-chain interactions that should increase the kinetic barrier 102 separating states, while not requiring large-scale changes in backbone structure that could prove 103 kinetically inaccessible (29). Moreover, with exchange of the tryptophan side chain being set as 104 our target for the design of dynamics, tryptophan side-chain dihedral angles provide a convenient 105 metric for the assignment of microstates to one of the target states defined in our meta-MSD 106 approach.
107
Using meta-MSD, we designed Gβ1 sequences that could adopt the native fold and also 108 undergo conformational exchange between a state where the Trp43 indole is solvent-exposed To ensure adequate sampling of the range of structures that may be required to 120 accommodate the designed conformational exchange, an ensemble of 12,648 templates was 121 7 prepared using a combination of several template generation procedures ( Fig. S4 , Table S1 , and SI 122 Text). Using this ensemble, MSD was performed to optimize rotamers for a library of 1,296 Gβ1 123 sequences comprising combinations of core-residue mutations ( Fig. S5 ) that were previously 124 reported to result in folded Gβ1 variants (14) . MSD thus yielded >16 million microstates and 125 corresponding energies, allowing for approximation of the accessible conformational landscape of 126 Trp43 in the native Gβ1 fold.
127
Sequences having a Boltzmann-weighted average of MSD energies greater than that of the 128 wild-type sequence are less likely to adopt a stable Gβ1 fold (15) and were therefore eliminated 129 from the meta-MSD analysis. For the remaining 195 sequences, each microstate was classified as 130 being in a core-buried [-g(-) ], solvent-exposed [-g(+) ], or intermediate [-t] state based on the χ1 131 and χ2 dihedrals of the Trp43 side chain. The energy of each of these states was determined for 132 every sequence by taking the energy of the most stable microstate assigned to each state. State 133 energies were used to construct an energy profile for each sequence (Fig. 1 , panel V), enabling us 134 to identify 35 sequences predicted to allow conformational exchange between the target core-135 buried and solvent-exposed conformations (SI Text), of which four were selected for experimental 136 characterization ( Although the four DANCER proteins each contained between five and six mutations, 140 representing approximately 10% of the Gβ1 total sequence length, they expressed as soluble 141 monomers ( Fig. S6 ), adopted the native Gβ1 fold (Fig. S7 ), and were folded at room temperature 142 ( Fig. S8 , Table S2 ). Chemical denaturation experiments ( Fig. S9 ) could be fit to a two-state model 143 with m-values similar to that of the wild type (Table S2) , indicating a similar level of protein surface 144 exposed to solvent upon unfolding (31). In addition, all DANCER variants have unfolding free 145 8 energies that are 1.5 kcal/mol and higher (Table 1) , confirming that they are stably folded at room 146 temperature. Solution NMR was used to assess the dynamic properties of DANCER proteins, with 147 1 H-15 N heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) spectra showing immediate evidence that 148 DANCER proteins exist in two distinct conformational states (Fig. S10) . Specifically, spectra for 149 DANCER-1, DANCER-2, and DANCER-3 all showed the presence of a minor species not seen in 150 spectra of wild-type Gβ1 (Fig. S11 ). The only exception was DANCER-0, which instead showed 151 significant peak broadening, suggesting that it is dynamic on a faster timescale (32).
152
Using 1 H-15 N HSQC ZZ-exchange experiments ( Fig. 2 and S12), we confirmed that the To obtain structural evidence that the two conformations sampled by our dynamic Gβ1 163 variants matched structural states predicted by meta-MSD, solution NMR was used to solve the 164 structure of the major state of DANCER-2 ( Fig. 3A , Table S3 ). As predicted, this structure shows 165 a native Gβ1 fold with χ1 and χ2 dihedrals for Trp43 that correspond to the solvent-exposed −g(+) 166 conformation (Table 2) . However, there was also a secondary network of low intensity NOEs 167 involving the Trp43 side chain that were not compatible with this structure, but could be used to 168 determine a structural model for the alternate, minor state (SI Text). According to this model ( Fig.   169 9 3B, Table S3 ), the configuration of Trp43 in the minor state is in the core-buried -g(-) state (Table   170 2), as predicted by meta-MSD. Taken together, these data demonstrate that we have successfully 171 designed a sequence that adopts the Gβ1 fold while undergoing conformational exchange on a 172 millisecond timescale between two conformational states that have not previously been observed, 173 but were the targets of our design protocol.
174
To illustrate the reliability of our meta-MSD predictions, we also characterized the structure 175 and dynamics of DANCER-1 and DANCER-3. While the exchange parameters for these mutants 176 made it impractical to attempt structure determination, 1 H-15 N HSQC spectra of the major species 177 showed similarities with those of other structurally characterized variants, suggesting a high degree 178 of structural similarity with these states. Specifically, the DANCER-1 spectrum shows only small 179 chemical shift differences from that of DANCER-2 ( Fig. 4A ), suggesting that the major species of 180 DANCER-1 also contains Trp43 in the solvent-exposed −g(+) state. Likewise, the 1 H-15 N HSQC 181 spectrum for DANCER-3 was highly similar to that of a variant that we determined to 182 thermodynamically and kinetically favor the −g(+) state as predicted by meta-MSD (Fig. 4B) , 183 called NERD-S, for Non-Exchanging Rigid Design with a Solvent-exposed Trp43 side chain (SI 184 Text, Fig. 3C, Tables 1, 2, and S3 ). Therefore in all three of the mutants predicted by meta-MSD 185 to be dynamic for which structural information could be obtained, the major conformation was the 186 Gβ1 structure with Trp43 being in the solvent-exposed −g(+) state. between core-buried -g(-) and solvent-exposed -g(+) states. Furthermore, comparison of NOEs 192 involving the Trp43 indole NH proton confirmed that these correlations do not correspond to the 1 0 core-buried state found in the wild-type structure [+g(-)] (SI text, Fig. S15 ). Taken together, our 194 NMR results confirm that the Trp43 residues of DANCER-1 and DANCER-3 exchange between 195 the solvent-exposed -g(+) and core-buried -g(-) conformations that were the targets of our design, 196 and also suggest that exchange is achieved via a coordinated change in side-chain configurations 197 for a triad of aromatic residues (Phe34, Trp43, Phe45) in a process we have termed an aromatic 198 relay (SI text, Fig. S16 ). The meta-MSD framework described here enabled the rational design of Gβ1 variants that 202 spontaneously exchange between two predefined states on the millisecond timescale without the 203 need for an external stimulus to induce exchange. To our knowledge, this work represents the first 204 successful application of CPD to engineer a specific mode of conformational exchange into a stable 205 protein fold. Although a previous CPD-based design generated a protein capable of reversible 206 exchange between coiled-coil trimer and zinc-finger folds (8), this relied on the presence of a metal 207 that was critical for the formation of the zinc finger structure. In that case, it was possible to design 208 exchange by simultaneously minimizing the sum of the sequence energies across both folds. In 209 contrast, to design conformational exchange between two states in the absence of a ligand or other 210 external stimulus, we found that it was essential to explicitly consider both the relative energies 211 between the two target end-states (∆Eeq) and the barrier to conformational exchange (∆E ‡ ).
212
Without estimation of both of these energy differences, it would not have been possible to 213 distinguish between dynamic (DANCER) and static (NERD) sequences (e.g., both ∆Eeq and ∆E ‡ 214 values for DANCERs were lower than for NERDs and wild-type Gβ1, Table 1 ).
215
Another key advantage arising from our utilization of a meta-analysis-based design strategy 216 is that it enabled the use of a significantly larger structural ensemble than has previously been 1 1 utilized in MSD approaches. This was of critical importance, since we found that the full 218 complement of seed structure and ensemble generation strategies used in our framework was 219 required to approximate the energy landscape of the designed exchange trajectory with enough 220 accuracy to predict DANCER variants (SI Text, Table S4 ). In addition, the large ensemble size 221 made it possible to design exchange in the absence of specific structures corresponding to each 222 end-state, in contrast with the metal-triggered conformational exchange that was previously 223 designed using available crystal structures as templates for the two end-states (8).
224
Importantly, our results show that the introduction of dynamics on the millisecond timescale 225 cannot be achieved via a single mutation and that instead dynamics is conferred through subtle 226 interactions across a network of residues. For example, the A34F mutation, which was previously 227 shown to induce dimerization of Gβ1 without altering the Trp43 conformation (27, 33) , is common 228 to all DANCER proteins and an integral component of the aromatic relay that underlies exchange 229 (Fig. S16 ). However, this mutation alone is not sufficient to introduce dynamics into the Gβ1 fold, 230 since the variant NERD-S also possesses this mutation but does not undergo exchange on the 231 millisecond timescale (Table 1) . Introduction of the conservative and isosteric I39L mutation into 232 the NERD-S sequence appears to be sufficient to introduce the targeted conformational exchange, 233 giving rise to the dynamic variant DANCER-3. These results highlight the challenges of attempting 234 to infer dynamics from simple sequence characteristics, and demonstrate the power of meta-MSD 235 to design conformational exchange into proteins even without prior knowledge of the mechanism 236 of exchange. The meta-MSD framework presented here is in principle applicable to the design of specific 240 conformational exchange into any globular protein. In the future, meta-MSD could also be used to 1 2 design proteins with functions that rely on the ability to spontaneously access more than one 242 conformational state (e.g. open and closed states of an enzyme to facilitate substrate binding and 243 catalysis, respectively). Alternatively, meta-MSD could be used to enrich functionally relevant but 244 low occupancy states from an ensemble of dynamic configurations to improve function (34). 460 a TM-score has a value between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates a perfect match between two structures. Two proteins with a TM-score 461 greater than 0.5 are considered to adopt the same fold (35, 36) .
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